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P R E S S  R E L E A S E  

ECONOMIC TENDENCY SURVEY, OCTOBER 2016: 

 

Consumer confidence climbs further 
The Economic Tendency Indicator, which measures business and consumer confidence, rose from 

102.9 in September to 106.1 in October, a level that points to stronger economic growth than nor-

mal. Consumer confidence improved markedly for a second month. In the business sector, it was 

mainly manufacturing and retailing that were behind the increase. 

The micro index, which summarises consumers’ assessment of their personal finances, rose sharply 

for a second successive month to 109.5 in October, its highest since 2007. An increase in the share 

of consumers who think now is a good time to purchase durable goods made a major contribution 

to the rise in the index. 

Manufacturers’ overall view of their order books has improved and is slightly above the historical 

average. Firms expect to increase their production capacity in the coming months and have revised 

their production plans up sharply.  

Firms in the building and civil engineering industry reported stronger order books and increased 

activity. Employee numbers are also reported to have increased in recent months, but a majority of 

firms still cite labour shortages as the main factor currently limiting production. 

Sales expectations in the retail trade remain relatively optimistic. Recruitment plans have been re-

vised up and signal relatively strong employment growth in retailing in the coming months.  

The share of firms in the service sector that consider labour shortages the main factor currently 

limiting their activity increased sharply to its highest level since the question was introduced in early 

2003. 
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Table: Economic tendency survey 

  sep -16 oct -16 

Economic Tendency Indicator 102,9 106,1 

Total industry  105,0 106,1 

Manufacturing 100,8 105,8 

Building and civil engineering 110,4 111,6 

Retail Trade 101,5 104,3 

Private service sectors 105,3 104,9 

Consumer 100,7 105,1 

Macroindex 95,1 97,7 

Microindex 105,5 109,5 

Expected inflation 12 months ahead, mean  

   excluding extreme values (percent) 

1,9 2,0 

 

Read the full publication and access the data on www.konj.se/english 
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